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The OTMC meets socially at 3 Young Street  
every Thursday—doors open at 7.30pm,  

programme begins at 8.00pm. 

Newsletter of the Otago Tramping 
and Mountaineering Club (Inc.) 

P.O. Box 1120, Dunedin. 
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Committee Members 2012/13 

 President Antony Pettinger 473 7924 
 Vice President Richard Forbes 453 1327 
 Secretary Peter Stevenson  454 4148 
 Treasurer Tina Anderson  
 Chief Guide/Transport Antony Pettinger 473 7924 
 Membership Secretary Richard Forbes 453 1327 
 Bulletin Editor Debbie Pettinger 473 7924 
 Ben Rudds / Gear Hire Sam Patrick  
 Clubrooms / Gear Hire Gene Dyett 455 7465 
 Daytrip Convenor Wayne Hodgkinson  473 0950 
 Website/Bushcraft Director Antony Pettinger 473 7924 
 Social Convener Tony Timperley 473 7257 
 Social Convener Debbie Pettinger 473 7924 
 Conservation/Advocacy David Barnes 454 4492 
 SAR Rep / Committee Ross Hunt 477 3309 
  Clubrooms Maintenance  Andrew Pask 453 5719 

Visit us on the Internet at: www.otmc.co.nz 

View  
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Over the past year members of the OTMC committee have been 
taking turns to write what was the ‘Presidents Piece’ and is now 
called ‘Committee Thoughts’ each month in this Bulletin.   It’s been 
going well and I’ve found it interesting to see what each committee 
member comes up with to write about.  While I wrote my own piece 
a couple of months ago, I find myself again sitting in the ‘hot seat’ 
so to speak. 
The recent cold spell of weather has left a huge amount of snow in 
its wake and this will add another dimension to our winter trips.  
Wolfie’s, now infamous, Winter Routeburn is sure to be popular.  If 
Wolfie ‘s order for good weather with clear skies comes true then 
the trip up to Lake Harris will be spectacular.  With luck, others will 
already have broken a trail and a frozen Lake Harris is a magical 
place to be on a calm day.  A couple of years ago, Antony and I took 
our two children (then in their early teens) to Lake Harris in August.  
There had been a big snow dump the week before and it had 
compacted making the trudge to the lake not as difficult as it could 
have been.  We had a beautiful, clear day with about 30cm of snow 
covering the frozen lake.  The return journey bum sliding most of 
the way to Falls Hut was also great fun.  The whole weekend was a 
wonderful experience to be able to share with our children and we 
couldn’t have asked for more perfect conditions.    
This year I hope to take my son snow caving with the OTMC in a 
few weeks time and my fingers are crossed that there will be plenty 
of snow and it will be compacted a bit to make good caving 
conditions.  While sleeping in a snow cave maybe a little cold, it is 
also one of those must do experiences.  It’s been about 20 years 
since I last went snow caving and this will be my son’s first time.  It 
will definitely be an experience for us both!  I know the digging will 
be hard work but with a strong teenage son to help . . . . . . . well 
need I say more?  We’ll see who does the digging.  When I last went 
snow caving I wasn’t much older than my son is now and yes I do 
remember how I stood back and let the much stronger males in the 
group do the digging (wasn’t Antony nice to me).  Somehow I think 
the roles will be reversed this time and it will be me doing more of 
the digging! 

Debbie Pettinger 
Bulletin Editor &Social Programme Co-co-ordinator 
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At the end of the club subscription year club membership has reached 207 a 
few higher than last year.  Four more bushcraft people joined the club last 
month bringing a total of 15 people joining from the bushcraft course this 
year. 
 Nikki and Roger Miller 
 Betty Meiklejohn and Tim Russell 
 

YOUR SUBS ARE DUE 

It is that time of the year again where on the 30th June your club and FMC 
subscriptions expire. Enclosed with this bulletin is a form to complete to 
renew your membership. Please note that if you pay by Internet banking 
please include your name and what you are paying for as a reference so I can 
keep track of things. Also I need you to complete the form so that I know 
that your details are correct in the club database 

Richard Forbes 
Membership 

OTMC 90th Celebration Reminder 
About 30 people so far have registered for the 90th celebrations for the 
weekend of 23rd- 25th August with a number of events planned. Closing 
date for the event closes 1st August so keep them coming in. If you have lost 
your form visit the club website www.otmc.co.nz for another.   

 

Look out your ‘award winning’ photos to  
enter the OTMC photo competition! 

Enter up to 10 photos in any one category.  Categories are Above Bushline, 
Below Bushline, Native Flora or Fauna, Historic or Camp Life and Out-
door Landscapes (no people in Outdoor Landscapes please). 
Entries by either hard copy, CD, DVD or pen drive need to be handed to 
Debbie Pettinger.   
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Five Days in the Wilkin Valley 
February 2013 

Waitangi Day fell on a Wednesday this year. This allowed a 5 day stretch for 
tramping for those lucky enough to be able to take a couple of days leave from 
work.  Tramps around Waitangi Day seem popular with the club. Perhaps it’s the 
expectation of settled weather after what is generally an unsettled period through 
Christmas and New Year.  This year 14 OTMC trampers in 3 independent parties 
took the opportunity to explore different routes in the Makarora region. 
We all rendezvoused on Tuesday night at the Boundary Creek camp on the shores 
of Lake Wanaka.   In the morning Phil and Thomas would be heading up the 
Makarora River, Antony and 7 others into Tiel Creek and my party of 5 were going 
up the Wilkin Valley to Top Forks Hut for 2 nights to explore the upper valleys and 
alpine lakes; Diana, Lucidus and Castalia. 
The jet boat was booked for 11:00am, this allowed Ray to shuttle Phil’s car to the 
Gates of Haast while the 
rest of my team had a lei-
surely coffee and muffin at 
the Makarora Café. 
The ride down the 
Makarora and up the Wilkin 
rivers was exhilarating and 
got us to the Kerin Forks 
hut in a matter of minutes 
rather than hours.  We gave 
the Tiel Creek group a 
friendly wave as we blasted 
past them on their way up 
towards their overnight 
camp in the Siberia Valley. 
We began our walking 
shortly before midday once our “stash” of goodies for Saturday night was securely 
hidden in the bush behind the hut.  The track up the Wilkin was easy going, well 
defined with few steep climbs.  One section did require hoisting first our packs then 
ourselves up and over a rock ledge where a slip had taken the track out.  However, 
it was apparent by 5:00pm that our planned night’s destination of Top Forks Hut 
was not going to be achieved. We found a small clearing beside a stream before the 
track took a steep climb back into the bush.  It was a beautiful night so there was no 
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hardship camping out under a fly. However it was an early night as the sandflys 
drove us into our bivvy bags before nightfall.  
With renewed energy the climb the next morning was quickly dispatched and all 
that remained was a walk up the river flats crossing and re-crossing the river sever-
al times before one last crossing to join the high water track ½ k short of the hut.  
As we approached the hut the unmistakeable sound of a helicopter was heard as it 
dropped its passengers off on the river flats downstream from us.  We decided it 
sensible to quickly make to the hut and “book” our bunks prior to the well healed 
invasion. No other trampers were in residence so we spread ourselves about the 
empty hut and awaited their arrival.  The group of 8 were from Auckland, Timaru 
and Wanaka. Five of them filled the old warden’s quarters with the remainder 
bunking in with us. Two of their party intended to go over Rabbit Pass the next day 
and then down the Matukituki to Cattle Flat the following day.  The others intend-
ed to follow them to the upper flats, watch the two go over Rabbit Pass then walk 
out to catch the jet boat back to Makarora the following day. 
The rest of our day was spent enjoying the awesome views and lapping up the sun 
in what I regard as the most picturesque valley I have come across. 
The next day we set off in perfect weather for the 3 lakes; Diana, Lucidus and Cas-
talia.  The track follows the river before climbing up a beach clad spur to reach a 
lovely tree circled tarn. Our artistic talents where put to the test trying to take pho-
tos of the mountains reflecting onto the surface of the tarn. From there the track 
emerged from the bush onto open alpine meadows.  The view of Lake Diana re-

quired a short detour to 
the ridge overlooking the 
lake.  The track splits 
shortly after this point, 
one way to Lake Lucidus 
the other way to Lake 
Castalia.  We decide to 
go to Lake Castalia first 
where we planned to 
have lunch then check 
out Lake Lucidus on the 
return.  The track fol-
lows and up and down 
path above the left bank 
of the stream draining 
the lake.  The last 20 

minutes required scrambling over and around large boulders until the lake was 
eventually reached.  The small lake is circled by vertical rock faces and topped by 
snow fields. It is truly and awesome place to have lunch.  However time was tick-
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ing on so it was a case of retracing our steps back down the rocky gut.  We decided to 
take a detour and climb the moraine at the top end of Lake Lucidus.  This gave us some 
great views down the lake.  A route along the top of the moraine looked a possible 
shortcut back, but the scrub quickly became thick and difficult to move through so we 
crashed our way down through the scrub to the stream to meet up with the track again.  
On the way back we took the short detour to the official viewing point for the lake and 
retrieved a tee shirt left by one of the Auckland group the previous day.   
 The next day we made the trek back down valley to the Kerin Forks Hut.  This proved 
to be much easier than the first day.  We made the hut by mid-afternoon, plenty of time 
for a freshen-up in the river, before enjoying a few quiet drinks from our “stash”.  Ray 
tried to sell his jetboat to a young man from Millers Flat who had been fishing in the 
valley with a mate for a couple of days, contact details were exchanged and the possi-
bility of a sale seemed imminent.  
The river level had fallen since our trip in so we decided to walk rather than catch the 
jet boat back to Makarora.  The low level of the river allowed us to cross and re-cross 
the river relatively easily.  This became a bonus because as the day warmed up we 
looked forward to the coolness of the river to refresh ourselves.  As we merrily splashed 
our way downstream we came across a young Australian couple struggling to find a 

safe crossing point.  In true 
OTMC friendly style we assist-
ed them while delivering tui-
tion on river crossing tech-
nique. 
We eventually reached the 
Makaroa River, crossed it and 
began the slog upstream to-
ward the township.  The main 
highway, a tantalising close 
short walk over a paddock, 
looked like an attractive alter-
native to the river flats.  Ray 
volunteered to” leg-it” back to 
the truck at Makaroa once we 
had reached the highway, this 

however proved to be unnecessary.   As we approached the highway a familiar white 
Ford ute was spotted parked on the side of the road.  Antony was then seen running to-
wards us, waving his arms to attract our attention. The very grateful team was shuttled 
back to Makarora township, saving Ray a walk and the rest of us a long wait by the 
roadside.   
A great 5 days walk in fabulous country with good friends; Chris & Ann Burton, Ray & 
Jill McAliece  

Pete Stevenson 
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Herbert Forest  
7 April 2013 

Eleven of us assembled at the clubrooms on an overcast day at the end of January.  
Regrettably I hadn't emphasised the end of daylight saving – Mik and Aleana had ar-
rived there at the 'old' 8am, not the 'new' 8am an  hour later!  Taking 3 cars we drove 
the 95km to Herbert Forest. Helen Dent (lives at Herbert) and Andrea (Karitane) 
joined us at the track start.  Total 13 people, but our luck was with us: good company, 
good weather and a nearly-dry track.  What more could one ask?   We left one car at 
the track end (thanks Helen) and drove to the track start about 2km north.   
Boots on, a quick look at the information board at the bottom of the track and we were 
walking by 9.30am.  The first kilometre was on a forest road, but then we started on 
the Hood's Track.  Muddy and slippery at times so I was VERY glad that we hadn't 
attempted it in October last year, just after heavy rain.  All of the many creek crossings 
(I lost count) were no trouble at all – barely got the soles of our boots wet!  The ladder 
by the first waterfall was easy too: the rungs have a 'non-slip' surface and I don't think 
anyone felt unsafe.  Jan had wanted to bring her wee dog (I'd said no) but though it 
would have been good company I think would have needed to be carried up that lad-
der!   
The track up was well marked and in good condition.  For much of the time we were 
followed (?led by) lots of pied fantails, but few other birds.   Just a little more climb-

ing and then we came to 
the top junction of the 
track with a forest road.  
Quick look at the watch – 
wow!  We'd gone up in 2 
hours and I'd allowed 
3hours!   
But no rest for the feet: a 
quick look at the board 
(there were information 
boards at all major track 
junctions with forest 
roads) and on down the 
road for a few minutes for 
our lunch break.  It was 
only 11.30 but we figured 
that since our tummies 

were still on daylight saving time (ie 1230) that wasn't too early and we sat in the sun 
for a bite to eat.   
Refreshed we then headed down-hill on the Macburnie track.  This too was in good 
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condition, and there was plenty of birdlife.  Bellbirds in full song, a few tuis, some pi-
geons and of course plenty of fantails.  Lots of interesting fungi – lots of those red-&-
white spotted agarics, plenty of the 'dinner plate' tree fungi and even a stinkhorn fungi 
(yep, it did smell disgustingly of rotten meat!) 
We had a wee 'treasure hunt' to try and find the second waterfall.  I know it hadn't 
rained for weeks but I think that even if 
the creek were in full spate it would be 
difficult to find!  Just how high does a 
waterfall have to be to be called as 
such?  This one was well under 50cms 
of fall!   
On down the hill – nope, actually we 
went up a good way.  This bit of the 
track is in the open and when I'd been 
there in January was very overgrown – 
could barely find the way.  So I'd asked 
folk to bring secateurs to do some trim-
ming.  I think the North Otago Tramp-
ing Club had been up a few weeks be-
fore and done it for us as this bit of track 
was almost a highway.   
Once we reached the forest road again 
we had decisions to make.  To get to the 
track end, should we go the pretty way 
which is a bit longer and possibly a bit 
prickly, or should we go t'other way 
down the ridge which has good views, is 
shorter but in January had been very 
overgrown.  The views won!  And we won with the track condition – the NOTC had 
been there too and cut back and sprayed the gorse.   
Back to the cars by about 2pm, and Helen kindly took the drivers back to the start to 
collect their vehicles.  Then home, fortified by an ice-cream at Hampden, (where we 
felt the first spots of rain)  arriving at the club-rooms by about 3.30pm.   

Jane Cloete thanks her tramping companions Lucy Jones, Gavin MacArthur and son 
Euan, Helen Dent (Herbert), Alena Dzenisevich, Mikalai Dunets (both from Belarus, 

but now resident in Dunedin), Jan Burch, Steph McLaughlin, Andrea from Waikouaiti, 
Raewyn Duncan, and Peter & Leonie Loeber.  And thanks also to the North Otago 

Tramping Club for the good condition of the track.   
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CHIEF GUIDE COMMENT 
13-14 July 

Day Trips from Omarama [All] 
Gene Dyett    ph. 455 7465 

It’s been a couple of years since our last Day Trips from Omarama trip and 
we will base ourselves at the Omarama camping ground.  There are a cou-
ple of ‘easy’ peaks to climb or numerous valleys to explore if the snow/
weather requires us to keep low.    Give Gene a ring or sign the trip list by 
4 July.  

3-4 August 
Wolfgang’s Winter Routeburn (Falls) [All] 

Theme: Blue and Gold 
Wolfgang Gerber  ph. 453 1155 or 021 112 4423 

We will be walking into Flats Hut  on Friday night (2 hours).  Then it’s just 1 
hour up to Falls Hut on Saturday morning.  From Falls Hut, there is plenty of op-
tions to explore the area above the hut.  If conditions are right harris Saddle can 
be reached and for the fitter ones there is Conical Hill to climb which gives won-
derful 360 degree views of the surrounding mountains.  With a bit of luck we will 
be able to cross a frozen Lake Harris.  For more information on other options, 
either to Wolfgang or Antony at club night.  Wolfie’s quiz will start after tea and 
the theme this year is to wear something blue and gold.  Sunday is an easy 3 hour 
stroll out which gives time for some little side trips.  Make sure you sign the trip 
list or give Wolfgang a ring by 25 July.  

17-18 August  
OTMC Snow Caving Weekend [I/M] 

Wayne Hodgkinson ph.  473 0950 
Come along on this trip if you think you might ever be likely to be caught 
out above or near the snowline. Snow is your friend for accommodation! 
Better than a non-existent tent, a snow cave can save you from misery or 
even death. This is just like a tramping weekend, except it leaves at 7 AM 
on Saturday, accommodation is free, and there’s not too much tramping 
and much more digging. Everyone should sleep under water once in their 
life!  
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30 June 
Cloud Forest of Leith  [M] 

Tony Timperley    ph. 473 7257 
This tramp has everything: the Cloud Forest itself, rock scrambling, spectacular 
views, and a ramble across open farmland. The tramp starts at Sullivan’s Dam, 
then climbs up through the Cloud Forest, over an exposed rock ledge (with great 
views to the north) to eventually emerge on Cowan Road just below Mt Cargill. 
We will use the A.H.Reed track to climb up to the mast and enjoy the 360 deg 
views over the full length Otago Harbour, inland Otago, plus north and south 
coastal views. 
What goes up must come down, so we will amble down Cowan Rd before  cutting 
right to cross open farmland back towards the dam; however, just before we reach 
it we follow a pipeline through bush, along a muddy track, before emerging back 
at Sullivan’s Dam. Car share cost: $5. 

7 July 
Taieri Millennium Track [E/M] 
Alan Thomson    ph.  455 7878 

This is a lovely walk, starting alongside the Taieri river until we cross the board-
walk at Muddy creek, then it climbs steadily to where we will get good views up 
and down the the gorge. After climbing into a gully with large tree ferns, the track 
emerges at a high point and shortly afterwards drops down to John Bull Gully, 
where we have lunch before returning back to our cars. 

14 July 
Hare Hill to Hodson Hill [M] 
Gordon Tocher  ph. 472 7440 

Assemble at the clubrooms at 9am, bring plenty of water and a camera or binocu-
lars.   See stunning views of the Coastline and Otago Harbour, a hidden railway 
line, the site of early wind power trials for Dunedin and maybe a former fitch 
farm.  The route will include a bush track rising from the old torpedo boat station 
on the western shore of Otago Harbour to Hare Hill (350m), travel through local 
farmland to Hodson Hill and back down.  If time permits we will visit the site 
where the local “ship spotters” have their viewing platform with very close prox-
imity to the shipping channel.  This is a round trip not a “there and back”.  There 
should be at least one paddock with horses so bring apples or carrots if you want 
to make friends with them.   

(Continued on page 11) 
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Return to Dunedin by about 3pm. Carpool cost $5. 
If you live in the Port Chalmers/ Waitati area it may make sense to travel direct to 
the start point without going to the clubrooms first. Phone for instructions. 

21 July  
Taieri River to Lee Stream [E/M] 
Wayne Hodgkinson  ph. 473 0950 

An easy walk which can definitely be run regardless of the weather! We will leave 
the clubrooms soon after 9:00am and carpool to Outram Glen. Here we will start 
walking up a good track through bush which follows the Taieri River up stream, 
with some gentle climbs to keep the chill off. The track finishes at the Lee Stream 
confluence, where we can stop for a break and a snack, or an early lunch. Any des-
perate masochists might have an uncontrollable urge for a quick dip in a swim-
ming hole nearby. There is also a short climb through bush across Lee Stream for 
those keen on a view. 
The return trip is retracing our steps back to the cars.    
It should take about 3 hours or so of walking, so we’ll be home early afternoon. 
Carpool $6 to drivers please. 

 28 July 
Coal Creek/Silverstream [M] 

Wayne Hodgkinson  ph. 4730950 
We will leave the clubrooms at 9:00am and carpool to Whare Flat. Boots on, and 
we’re away up the Silverstream track to the Top Weir for a quick look, before we 
double back to a track junction. Here we will start walking up hill along North 
Coal Creek Track to Trig Q for a bit of a view. After a break here, we will either 
cruise down Little Coal Creek Track to the Silverstream and hence back to the 
cars, or take Steve Amies Track down a prominent spur and back to the cars.  It 
should take 4 to 5 hours or so. 
Carpool $6 to drivers please. 

4 August  
Rongomai Ridge/Phillip Cox Memorial Hut [M/F] 

David Barnes  ph. 454 4492 
This is a chance to explore or re-discover a great but infrequently-used route into 
the heart of the Silver Peaks. The trip starts at Evansdale Glen and follows Careys 
Creek before ascending Rongomai Ridge to join the Mountain Road.  From there, 
it's a short walk to the top of the Tunnels Track. A sharp descent to the Waikouaiti 
River is followed by a sharp ascent to Philip J Cox Hut. We'll have lunch at the 
hut, then retrace our steps to the cars, with the possibility of Honeycomb Ridge as 
an alternative to Rongomai.   
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4 July 
Tomas Sobek and Phil Somerville completed a circuit that 
crossed the main divide twice during Waitangi Weekend this 
year. Tomas will give us a guided tour of their trip through his 
photographs.   

11 July 
The Great OTMC quiz is back!  Come along for a night of hilarity 
as you test your general knowledge.  Tony and Debbie will be 
your quiz masters.   

18 July  
Leaning Lodge is looking great after it’s recent refurbishment.  
Tonight we will learn about the history behind this hut as well as 
see some photos from years gone by plus some more recent 
ones of the hut.  

25 July  
Tomas Sobek is a keen photographer and OTMC member.  He 
has a website with his beautiful tramping pictures.  Tonight he 
will show us some of his photos from his recent tramping trips 
with the OTMC.  

1 August 
John & Robyn Armstrong have been OTMC members since the 
1960’s.  They will be telling us of their adventures sailing to 
Dusky Sound and their experiences in this beautiful part of our 
country.   

Visit us on the Internet at: www.otmc.co.nz 

Any ideas, and contact names in particular, are welcome for the Thursday evening 
activities.  If you can help please contact Tony Timperley (phone 473 7257, email to-
nytimps@xtra.co.nz) or Debbie Pettinger (phone 473 7924, email debsnz@ihug.co.nz) 
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